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Dependent Prepositions Patterns Learning Skills Centre, UCTL In the English language there are many
verbs, nouns and adjectives which are followed by specific prepositions. The prepositions are called
dependent because their choice depends on the particular word and its meaning. Prepositional verb and
object + preposition + object
Dependent Prepositions Patterns
Dependent prepositions (with verbs, adjectives and nouns) Certain verbs, adjectives and nouns naturally take
certain prepositions when placed in a sentence â€“ these are called dependent prepositions. For example,
you can object to (something), participate in (something), complain about (something).
Dependent prepositions with verbs, adjectives and nouns
The Dependent Preposition. A collection of verbs, adjectives and nouns, and their dependent prepositions [1]
accuse s/o of allow for argue with/about believe in borrow s/th from s/o comment on congratulate on decide
on hear of/about joke about long for praise s/o for protest about rely on smile at
Dependent Prepositions | Adjective | Preposition And
â€¢ Quiz on Dependent Prepositions â€¢ Quiz on Prepositional Phrases Dependent Prepositions Quiz Add a
preposition to these sentences where one is needed. Note: some have zero preposition! Answers given after
the quiz. 1. She is interested _____ all types of music, but fanatical _____ jazz. 2. We are almost totally
dependent _____ the weather. 3.
Contents: Quiz on Dependent Prepositions Quiz on
Some verbs are usually followed by prepositions before the object of the verb. These are called dependent
prepositions and they are followed by a noun or a gerund (â€˜ingâ€™ form). Their use depends on the object
of the verb and on the situation the verb is used.
DEPENDENT PREPOSITIONS AFTER VERBS by Ana Maria CarreÃ±o on
Common Preposition Combinations â€œIn English, many nouns, verbs, and adjectives are commonly
followed by prepositions. If you are not sure whether to use a preposition with a particular word or if you are
not sure which preposition to use, look up the word in [the] dictionary. â€œ1 Often different prepositions used
with the same word indicate
, 2000, â€œWords Followed by Prepositions.â€•
Complete the dependent prepositions exercises below to test your knowledge. Dependent prepositions
exercises practice â€“ verbs Complete the dependent prepositions exercises by choosing the correct option
(a) or (b) to complete each of the sentences.
Dependent prepositions exercises - IELTSforFREE
Dependent prepositions: Adjective, Noun or Verb? This group is not as easy to categorize as 1, 2 & 3
because for simple reasons of meaning, particular prepositions must follow certain verbs, adjectives and
nouns. Both â€œThink ofâ€• and â€œthink aboutâ€• are correct, but quite different in meaning, for example.
DEPENDENT PREPOSITIONS. - 2 Tribes
Go back to the main prepositions exercises page Welcome to Perfect English Grammar! Welcome! I'm
Seonaid and I hope you like the website. Please contact me if you have any questions or comments.
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Verbs and Prepositions Exercise 1 - Perfect English Grammar
Complete the dependent prepositions exercises by choosing the correct option (a) or (b) to complete each of
the sentences. 1. Visitors are asked to abstain ___________ smoking on the premises.
Dependent prepositions exercises - ENGLISH practice ONLINE
Dependent Prepositions Prepositions following nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Choose the most appropriate
answer: (A), (B), (C), or (D), to complete each sentence.
Free TOEIC resources - Dependent Prepositions
GramÃ¡tica da LÃ-ngua Inglesa Dependent Prepositions Complete the following with prepositions. Examples:
To account for something To accuse someone of doing something 1. To apply for a job 2. To arrange
something in order of difficulty 3. To be a bad influence on someone 4. To be ashamed of oneself 5. To be
back in business 6.
I26 GrammarNet.com Dependent Prepositions
Dependent preposition quiz 2tribes Dependent prepositions worksheet Pearson Longman Prepositions after
adjectives Find Your Feet Dependent prepositions worksheet My Grammar Lab Preposition exercises and
other exercises Dependent preposition exercises I Spilled the Beans Prepositions after adjectives exercise
English4you Dependent prepositions ...
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